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#DIYAfrica 2021 - Introduction
The Civic Tech Innovation Network and Jamlab (both Wits University projects) hosted the Civic
Tech Innovation Forum 2021 (CTIF21) and Jamfest, the two virtual joint week-long conferences,
were held between the 13th and 17th of September 2021.
CTIN’s annual conferences are intended to enable network members to engage face to face,
learn about innovations, tools and techniques, share experiences and meet potential
collaborators. They present an opportunity to gain an overview of what is going on in the sector
in Africa and the world. Jamfest is an African media and journalism conference directed at a
diverse set of African media makers and media publics. The festival intends to showcase new
content styles and approaches, new audiences and great innovations in delivery.
This was the fifth edition of the CTIF conference. The forum featured an array of African civic
tech actors and organisations including both governmental and non-governmental
organisations, civic tech organisations, media personnel, academics, researchers, CSOs,
activists, technologists, innovators, and more for the purpose of sharing, learning, inspiring,
and overall capacity building.
This year’s theme: #DIYAFRICA
DIY or “Do It Yourself” refers to the practice of doing or fixing things yourself. It is an old, early
20th century concept that has grown through various movements and practices over time (e.g.
makers, hackers, craft, etc.). In the age of digitalisation, DIY is challenging the dominant
paradigm of the technology user as consumer to the user as creative appropriator, co-designer
or co-engineer. For this conference, we hoped to attract innovators and civic actors and activists
who are doing it themselves. These practitioners/actors/activists would get the opportunity to
talk about the work they do and present the challenges and opportunities they face as civic tech
practitioners, media practitioners and activists.
In the 2021 CTIF / Jamfest we invited African civic tech and media innovators and stakeholders
to connect around the ways in which digital innovators, innovations, initiatives and their support
structures are playing out across our continent in the spaces of journalism, media, civic activism
and public services, particularly in this pandemic era. We are interested in African DIY
democracy – how we are co-creating meaning, identity and solutions in and for Africa.

Partners and Sponsors
The forum and festival was supported by various African partners and sponsors including:
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Event Platform - WHOVA
The conference opted to use the event platform, Whova, after several interviews and proposals
from various African and international event platforms. Whova enabled easy registration,
networking, event management and most importantly it provided an exhibition platform for the
#DIYAFRICA exhibition. The exhibition feature enabled civic tech initiatives, media innovations,
other relevant digital social innovations and more from all over Africa to showcase their work.
Usage of the event platform by attendees is reflected below:

The Conference - Programme, Sessions & Speakers
The conference featured a variety of international, continental and local speakers and
presenters from a diverse number of fields practising on the continent and across the world.
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The conference was opened by Professor Zeblon Vilakazi, Vice-Chancellor and Principal of Wits
University. In his opening address for #DIYAfrica 2021, he highlighted that to address a wide
range of societal issues that affect the continent, Africans need to lead the digital transformation.
“It is an opportunity to ensure that our intellectual labour maximally translates for the benefits of
the continent. Civic tech and media innovation are showing that a future democratised, digital
government and social order that is sustainable is achievable,” he said. Read More here - Let’s
DIY future democracies for good
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He was also joined by Neema Iyer, Founder of Pollicy, Abdul Noormohamed, Director for
Luminate Africa, Vandita Morarka, Founder and CEO of One Future Collective, and Bright
Simons, President at mPedigree. The opening plenary, as the first session of the five-day
conference, explored the role of power in the civic tech arena. While the discussion focused on
the potential of data and technology in bringing change, it also touched on the importance of
tech and data needing to be in the hands of those who it intends to benefit. Read more here
The festival consisted of 34 virtual sessions, from consciousness sessions to panel discussions,
to workshops, exhibition hangouts, to fireside chats. Events were run by both partners - CTIN
and Jamlab - with the support of various African partners. These events were enjoyed by
attendees from around the world. The conference programme looked at important topics such
as urban civic tech, DIY methods and approaches, innovation in distribution of news on
messaging platforms, financing civic tech innovations, digital rights, newsletter best practices,
morning “10IR” Consciousness, conference hangouts with exhibitors and much more.
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#DIYAFRICA programmes at a glance
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CTIF21 sessions
1. Daily Morning “10IR” Consciousness sessions
- These were a series of collective healing sessions based on Beads of
Transformation’s framework at the convergence of consciousness and
technology. Hawa Bibi Khan's sessions focused on restoring balance and offered
reflective space, energising the audience for the day ahead. These sessions
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were an important part of the conference to bring things into perspective for
attendees and inspire a renewed creative spirit for the day ahead by encouraging
them to practice consciousness through serving humanity, ecology and the
universe.
2. Daily Conference Exhibition Daily Hangout
- These daily hangouts were highly appreciated by the innovators as they offered a
more intimate setting to meet other African innovators. To keep the space fun and
engaging we invited Khumo Sello from the South African Media Innovation
Program to hold the space and maximise traffic (eyeballs) to visit the exhibition
and engage with the content and exhibitors. Her presence also helped to widen
awareness of the most exciting tools or findings of civic tech and media
innovation.
3. African Urban Digital Innovations
- The Civic Tech Innovation Network partnered with the ASToN Network for this
session. The session brought together some prominent speakers in the Urban
Digital Innovation in Africa. They reflected on their work in Urban digital
innovation in Africa while also taking time to analyse existing challenges for
innovators in African cities. They looked into the relationships between
government, policymakers, and innovators in African cities and shared some
resources with attendees among other things.
4. Democratising Advocacy with Change.org
- This session was hosted in partnership with Change.org, it explored how digital
platforms have amplified citizen-driven activism on the African continent. It also
highlighted how platforms such as Change.org, social media and more are
enabling digital activism in Africa. The speakers also reflected on other issues
such as misinformation and the need for digital movements and campaigns to be
more inclusive and reach people living in rural and underserved communities.
5. Future of Civic Tech Financing & Sustainability
- This session brought together funders and fundees in the civic tech space.
Session participants debated the meaning and importance of sustainability for
civic tech initiatives, the need for new funding models and other issues faced by
the civic tech community. The big debate was about whether financial
sustainability mattered more than the impact an initiative is able to have on its
constituents over time.
6. Developing African Anti-Corruption Tools
- This session was hosted in partnership with Corruption Watch and focused on
how we can develop the best anti-corruption tools for the African context. The
panelists shared valuable insights about how they were using tech tools to hold
those in power accountable.
7. African #DIY Civic Tech Approaches
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- The session was in partnership with the Bertha Centre. It focused on highlighting
new democracy and advocacy tools and #DIY approaches that can help us
intervene in critical issues such as corruption in Africa. The panellists also
explored the issue of accessibility - civic 'tech' actors have a responsibility to
produce accessible tools and encourage communities to use them and this
includes training the communities on how to use these tools.
8. Digital Rights and Civic Tech
- This session was hosted in partnership with CIPESA, Paradigm Initiative and the
African Digital Rights Network. The session explored how the civic tech and
digital rights communities can work together. It also explored the meaning of
‘digital rights’. The session also highlighted examples of leveraging civic tech
tools for digital rights issues such as Ayeta and Ripoti.
9. Using the CTIN Community of Practice
- The “Using the CTIN as a Community of Practice” session was about reviewing
the network’s work and reflecting on where we are coming from, how various
parties have been making use of the network, and what the value-adding agenda
should be going forward. The session included an interactive brainstorm with a
Jamboard that enabled the community to give feedback, ideas, expectations,
suggestions about our future activities including membership, community
contribution and regional participation.

Jamfest sessions
Jamlab hosted an average of four sessions a day, with each day of the festival focusing on a
specific theme or subject. The sessions were categorised into panel discussions, workshops,
and fireside chats.
1. Day 1: Audiences
- The first session was a panel discussion on “What have we learnt from
audiences during the Covid-19 pandemic? Lessons for journalists,” during the
session, the panellists noted that the two issues, trust and accessibility, media
houses need to be open about who they were, what they are doing and why they
are doing it. In terms of accessibility, media houses should be easily accessible
to enable audiences to easily contact them.
- The second session was a workshop on “Using Newsroom analytics to grow
an audience” this workshop gave practical tips on how to build and sustain an
audience. The speaker, Judy Nguta, audience development manager of The
Conversation Africa said that it is important for newsrooms and online
publications to understand their product to grow their audiences. Nguta gave key
insights on how to use metrics and analytics in order to grow an engaging
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audience. She stressed the importance of creating content that is engaging and
the importance of understanding the people you are trying to target.
- The third session was a fireside chat with Edwin Madu, editor-in-chief of Zikoko
on young audiences and how to reach this audience. The key takeaways were in
order to reach a young audience you need to know what people are interested in.
Madu said that journalists and media houses should not be afraid to experiment
with content. This will show you what your audience wants and what it doesn’t
want because things are constantly changing.
2. Day 2: Monetisation
- The first session was a panel discussion on “Subscriptions and Membership
Models in African Newsrooms”. The panellists shared the types of subscription
and membership models that they have adopted in their newsrooms. The
panellists gave first-hand experiences on what is working and not working in their
newsrooms.
- The second session was a panel discussion on “Media Viability from an East
African Perspective”. During this session, we engaged with media practitioners
and innovators in journalism and discussed the experiences from an East African
perspective. The panellists provided practical and innovative solutions to the
increasing challenge of providing high-quality journalism in a financially
sustainable way.
- The third session was a workshop on “Growing Reader Revenue Models in
African Newsrooms” with TinaShe Makwande, general manager for
subscriptions at Media24. He gave practical tips on how to approach a paywall
for your news site.
- The fourth session was a “Podmeet - A Meeting of Podcasters Across Africa”
with Elna Schutz, founder of Podmeet which focused on the journey of
Oyinkansola Aderele, cohost and creative director of Pod Save Africa who
shared her journey of starting and building a podcast. She also shared practical
tips for podcasters.
3. Day 3: Social media and platforms
- The first session was a panel discussion on “Introducing AI in Newsrooms in
Africa”. The panellists shared the opportunities and challenges that artificial
intelligence and machine learning can offer journalism and journalists in African
newsrooms. Most importantly the panellists agreed that artificial intelligence and
machine learning will not replace journalism but will help journalists with research
and improve processes within their newsroom.
- The second session was a workshop on “How to monetise your content on
Facebook” with Jocelyne Muhutu-Remy, Strategic Media Partnerships,
Facebook Sub-Saharan Africa. She gave practical tips on how content creators
and publishers can take advantage of the various tools that Facebook offer to
grow their audience, increase or reach engagement and monetise their content.
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- The third session was a panel discussion on “Innovation in Distribution of
News on messaging platforms,” the panellists shared how they are
successfully using various messaging platforms to distribute news. The panellists
said that messaging platforms are pivotal in reaching a wider audience and are
very important for the distribution of news. However, the panellists noted that
there are limitations to these platforms
- The fourth session was a fireside chat with Mpho Raborife of News24, who
spoke about why the publication decided to introduce a paywall. She said that
media houses need a sustainable business model and paywalls was a viable
option. Raborife shared the lessons they have learnt since introducing a paywall
and how a media house can successfully get their readers to pay for their
content.
4. Day 4: Product
- The first session was a workshop on Newsletters. Fatima Moosa, journalist and
newsletter editor from The Daily Vox and Des Brown, International Head:
Business Development from TouchBasePro shared tips on how to build and
implement successful newsletters. Fatima said that even though newsletters are
the new it is important to know what you want to achieve before starting it, they
aren't always the solution. It is important to do research before starting the
newsletter.
- The second session was a panel discussion on “Building products and
workshops in African Independent Newsrooms”. The panellists shared how
they are making product thinking a crucial part of their newsroom’s strategy.
- The third session was a workshop on “Product thinking and development for
newsrooms” with Becca Aaronson, interim executive director at News Product.
She unpacked how product thinking can help develop a newsroom. Becca said it
is important to do audience research before implementing product thinking into a
newsroom.
- The fourth session was a fireside chat with Selly Thiam on podcasting in Africa
and commercialising a non-profit. Selly said that there are different types of
podcasting, and it is important for podcasters to find the right format to tell their
story.

Joint CFTI21 & Jamfest closing plenary
The #DIYAfrica closing plenary was a joint session hosted by both CTIN and Jamfest. The
speakers for this session were Oluseun Onigbinde, Director of BudgIT Foundation and
Hopewell Chin’ono, Zimbabwean journalist and documentary maker, who both spoke about the
future of civic tech and media innovation in Africa and how Africans in these spaces can
empower themselves. The moderators for this interactive session were Geci Karuri-Sebina from
CTIN and Tshepo Tshabalala from Jamfest.
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Exhibitions - Showcasing African innovative civic tech and media initiatives
at #DIYAFRICA
Another important feature at this conference was the opportunity for innovators to showcase the
tools and platforms they have developed to deal with the myriad of challenges faced by Africans
in their respective countries. The aim of the exhibitions was to bring together innovators,
developers, funders and potential users to present on and reflect on tools developed, to further
develop ideas and possibly get conceptual ideas off the ground. Our programme included four
daily interactive hangouts throughout the week in which the exhibitors met and engaged with
other African innovators.
The exhibition was for innovators at all levels of the innovation chain. Our #DIYAFRICA
exhibitors included innovators from at least 11 African countries across various thematic areas
including:
Organisation and country

Country

PrevLeak

South Africa

LiFi-Led

Ivory Coast

Tholana Online

South Africa

Africa Data Hub

South Africa

Open County
Government

-

Kilifi

County
Kenya
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LumaLaw

South Africa

#MineAlert

South Africa

Astrea Justice

Zimbabwe

MerchaEthiopia

Ethiopia

I Take Actions

Nigeria

Veza

South Africa

NiGAC Non-Resident Policy Fellowship Nigeria

On Our Radar

Sierra Leone

Digital Era 4 ALL

Mozambique

#IAmActive Campaign

South Africa

Cardinal Magazine

Eswatini

Wazimap

South Africa

BonCitoyen229

Benin

Note: To view these exhibitions you may need to sign up for a WHOVA account
Some of the exhibitions on display:
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Conference recordings, media & other content
Conference promotional videos
#DIYAFRICA commissioned some music for the conference; these included session opening
and closing sequences to set the tone, as well as promotional videos of speakers and
moderators promoting the event which were used on social media before the conference began.
These videos will be published on the event’s legacy page.

Music
#DIYAFRICA commissioned some music for the conference; two South African artists, S’phiwe
Moya and Pilani Babu, delivered eight songs that were used throughout the conference. The
music helped set the atmosphere for the conference. The music videos will be included in the
event’s legacy page.

Legacy page
CTIN will produce a dedicated legacy webpage on http://civictech.africa/ for the DIYAFRICA
content to spotlight the highlights and exciting content which came out of the conference. The
content will include edited videos, podcasts, session write-ups, slides images, exhibition
content, performances and more.

Session Videos
Most of the conference sessions were recorded, however, some were not recorded as they
followed the Chatham House Rules. The session recordings can be watched on our respective
Youtube channels:
● Civic Tech Innovation Network
● Jamlab

Podcasts
During #DIYAFRICA, we published a few podcasts in our Civic Tech in Africa podcast. The
podcasts are produced by the Civic Tech Innovation Network, in partnership with Vow FM. The
podcast focuses on the profiling of civic tech initiatives, civic innovators, activists, researchers,
social entrepreneurs and others working in civic tech and other related fields in Africa.
1. Episode 1: This episode introduced the conference and focused on why the CTIF21 and
Jamfest conferences were themed “DIYAFRICA”
2. Episode 2: This episode was in partnership with the Talking Tech for Good podcast and
co-hosted by Jason Bygate. The episode featured Munyaradzi Dodo from Open Parly
Zimbabwe (ZW) and focused on how they are using their platform to give young people
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a voice in parliament. He spoke to us about the challenges and opportunities that come
with upscaling an initiative such as the Open Parly initiative and also delved into why
#DIYAfrica is such an important concept for young people in Africa.
3. Episode 3: This episode was co-hosted by Jimmy Maliseni from Alliance for Community
Action (ACA). It featured Kavisha Pillay from Corruption Watch (CW), focusing on the
interactive open data tool – Veza (a colloquial term for ‘reveal’ or ‘expose’). The first of its
kind in South Africa, Veza improves transparency in policing in the country and places
the power to hold the South African Police Service (SAPS) accountable in the hands of
the public.
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Key Highlights
The attendees, moderators and speakers were thoroughly impressed with the content as it was
simplified, accessible, rich and insightful without adding to the PowerPoint fatigue people have
been experiencing since the pandemic began. The conference presented an impressive profile
of people and it addressed various questions, issues and discussions in the civic tech and
media spaces in Africa. We created a highlight video to capture some of the exciting and
insightful moments.
The exhibitors really appreciated the experience of the daily hangouts as several made new
contacts, connected with other African innovators without the pressure of pitching or presenting
their solutions. Several exhibitors and attendees also began conversations on possible
collaborations.

Registrations & Attendance
The conference registration target was 600 registrants, 300 for CTIF21 and 300 for Jamfest. We
surpassed the registration target the week before the conference, and since #DIYAFRICA was
an open space; the conference session links and details were shared with people who could not
register before the registration was closed. The distribution of the locations for the conference
registrations was as follows:
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The ‘unknown’ number reflects registrants who did not provide their locations. ‘Non-African’
refers to non-African countries which had less than 10 registrations per country, these included
the UK, USA, Denmark, Netherlands, Germany, South Korea, India and more. The ‘Other
African’ countries' section represents African countries that had less than 10 registrations per
country grouped together. These included Zambia, Botswana, South Sudan, Ghana, Tanzania,
DR Congo, Angola, Senegal, Bénin and several more.
While the registrations were incredibly high the event experienced a low attendance in some
sessions; however, the conference had quality attendees which were reflected through repeat
attendance throughout the five days and engagements during the session. The conference had
295 attendees from all over the world with an average of 20 attendees per session.

Successes
The #DIYAFRICA experienced several successes including:
● Registrations from all over the world with high African registrants, reaching our target a
week before the conference;
● The virtual exhibitions were a great success;
● The conference planning stayed true to the theme and identified engaging moderators,
exhibitors, and speakers focused on innovation in media and civic tech from several

●
●
●
●
●
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African countries including Cameroon, South Africa, Nigeria, Ghana, Ethiopia, Kenya
and more;
An intimate conference experience was created in sessions with lower than anticipated
attendance with many of the attendees being repeat attendees;
The conference attendees were engaged and eagerly participated in every session;
The audience also provided positive feedback after every session;
The conference enabled CTIN to expand the Network across Africa; and
#DIYAFRICA provided rich content focused on media and civic tech innovation in Africa
providing a depth of information on the topics discussed

Challenges
While the event platform, WHOVA, was beneficial in other aspects such as logistics it had some
issues including kicking attendees off the platform and sessions, locking registrants out of their
accounts and therefore taking away their access to the event information.
While the registrations were incredibly high, the event experienced a low attendance in some
sessions. The team will have to reflect on the poor attendance and take some lessons out of it
for the next conference.

Lessons / Recommendations
For the next conference the planning team will recommend and take forward the following
lessons:
● While the conference ran with very few glitches, having more personnel/support such as
Scribes, Zoom hosts would have lessened the burden off the small team;
● Planning & budgeting ahead: Start planning for next’s conference now (12 months in
advance), early planning will allow enough time to plan and promote the conference and
attract a bigger and wider audience;
● Consider hosting the conference in a less busy month as September is packed with
conferences across the world;
● To have the event more publicised, consider leveraging all media channels including
traditional broadcast media promotion ahead of the event - Radio, TV, Newspaper tech
sections, Influencer bloggers, etc. This includes building relationships with Africa-wide
media personnel; and
● Carry out a feedback survey immediately after the conference.
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Next steps and way forward
Now the CTIN and Jamlab teams will be focused on finalising and sharing the #DIYAFRICA
content and disseminating it through all possible channels to reach more Africans who could not
join the sessions. Deciding on/Planning the next #DIYAFRICA.

